
 
 

Gone to the dogs 
 

 One of the more intriguing pandemic behaviors has been people adopting shelter and 
rescue animals in such numbers that some shelters have emptied their facilities for the first 
time.  
 Our elderly dog Bill died during this pandemic confinement and, in our grief, we turned 
around and adopted another dog rescued by Midwest Boston Terrier Rescue, a brindle Boston 
we call Cookie. Cookie can’t be Bill, but she can be a pretty cool Cookie. 
 As I looked through a variety of library resources related to this, one name kept turning 
up again and again – David Rosenfelt who has both non-fiction and fiction books about rescue 
dogs and works them into his fictional plots. In addition to the apropos subject matter, 
Rosenfelt’s books can be downloaded on any library resource site we have including Libby, RB 
Digital, and when the time comes, we have them in paper of course. So, let’s feature Rosenfelt 
this week, in honor of all those great dogs and dog rescuers out there and for all you dog lovers. 
 The most noteworthy book is Rosenfelt’s Dogtripping, the non-fiction story about 
moving from California to Maine with RV’s, lots of extra kibble, volunteers, and 25 dogs. 
However tricky you might imagine this trip to be, it was trickier. He and his wife began the Tara 
Foundation, throwing themselves into their passion for dog rescue by fostering and finding 
homes for thousands of dogs. This book was on NPR’s best of the year list for 2015 for its good 
humored and inspiring narrative, and another critic called the book “a romp through the 
adventures and misadventures of running a dog rescue.” Several people in the library’s Books 
for Lunch Bunch recommended this one. I think particularly of Gail, a big Rosenfelt fan. 
 Rosenfelt followed that one up with two more non-fiction books about dog rescues 
entitled The Puppy Express and Lessons from Tara. If you’ve ever had a moment you’ve 
wondered why rescues charge money for dogs or check all your references or come inspect 
your home (all of which happened with our first MWBTR adoption), you’ll understand reading 
this one. They want every adoption to be a success and they spend a lot of money getting dogs 
ready to do their part. 
 For devoted readers of Rosenfelt’s mysteries, this passion for dogs comes as no surprise. 
Not only does he work into his stories his protagonist Andy Carpenter’s own golden retriever, 
but he also works in dog rescues with their attendant complexities as minor or major story 
elements.  



 For those who haven’t read Rosenfelt, you have a potential series to read, the Andy 
Carpenter series, now at 22 books.  Titles include Play Dead, New Tricks, Dog Tags, Unleashed, 
Hounded, Rescued, and Muzzled. Andy Carpenter is a lawyer who falls into a mystery in the 
course of his work every book. These stories are a long way from noir type mysteries but not all 
the way to cozy either. The depth of each story doesn’t equal, let’s say, a Grisham book, but all 
Rosenfelt’s stories are entertaining, have heart, have dogs, and are engaging enough to keep 
readers going. They are solid escapes. 
 I’ve gained a huge respect for those engaged in the difficult endeavor of dog rescue. 
Cookie is our fourth rescue dog and is already making her claim to the Smart Cookie title. (Some 
of you might have met Jethro, another Boston Terrier, who became the library reading dog for 
a little over a year.  A mild mannered stray found along an Indiana highway, he delighted young 
readers.)  
 As a somewhat stressful atmosphere surrounds us, I see friends resisting spending too 
much time in a negative frame of mind and finding one good thing at a time to do, whether it’s 
painting the house or planting some vegetables or sewing masks or checking on each other or 
making one small dog a part of the family – taking the chance to make a little corner of the 
world better. This is something that Frankenmuth excels in.  
 Stay well, stay engaged, and let yourself fall into a series. The Library is always here for 
you. 
 
 
 
  

 


